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Pump-up Production for Ink
In a bid to improve operator accessibility, safety and productivity,
Edale incorporated Cole-Parmer’s

Modular Pump
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featuring 8 Masterflex
modular pump systems
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Previously Edale have used ink pump units with

most importantly, enabled Edale to separate the
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application.
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service, application assistance,
and more.

This robust modular pump system is suitable for
a shop floor environment, offers variable flow
rates, can cope with the changing viscosity and,

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Providing you the answers and
support you need with our
application specialists, selection
guides, white papers, videos,
and more.

Masterflex Modular Pump system from Cole-Parmer with Easy Load Pump head
For more information on any of

Masterflex Modular Pump range benefits:

our products or services please



visit us on the Web at:
www.coleparmer.co.uk

Modular design – separate drive from the controller for hard-to-reach or “dirty”
applications



Easy tubing changes - for fast production change from one colour to another



Wide range of compliant tubes and fittings – suitable for YOUR application



No cross contamination – just change tube for new batch – product quality
maintained
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Low shear/good with abrasive particles – can pump shear sensitive paints



Handling of solids – stable flow rates without the risk of clogging
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